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Getting Started with NX 9This chapter Introduces NX. The user interface and terminology are

discussed in this chapter.•Introduction to NX 9•Starting NX 9•User Interface•Mouse

Functions•Edit Background•Shortcut Keys•NX HelpSketch TechniquesThis chapter explores

the sketching commands in NX. You will learn to create parametric sketches.•Sketching directly

in the Part environment•Sketching in the Sketch Task environment•Draw Commands•The

Rapid Dimension command•The Linear Dimension command•The Angle Dimension

command•Over-constrained Sketch•Continuous Auto-Dimensioning•Geometric

Constraints•Alternate Solution•Convert to Reference•The Fillet command•The Chamfer

command•The Quick Extend command•The Quick Trim command•The Make Corner

command•The Offset Curve command
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book. Contents IntroductionTopics covered in this BookGetting Started

with NX 9Introduction to NX 9Starting NX 9User InterfaceQuick Access ToolbarFile

MenuRibbonHome tabView tabAnalysis tabHome tab in Sketch Task environmentTools

tabRender tabAssemblies groupDrafting template ribbonSheet Metal ribbonRibbon Groups and

More GalleriesTop Border BarMenuStatus barRoles NavigatorDialogsMouse FunctionsEdit

BackgroundShortcut KeysNX HelpQuestionsSketch TechniquesSketching directly in the Part

environmentSketching in the Sketch Task environmentDraw CommandsThe Profile

commandThe Arc commandThe Rectangle commandThe Circle commandThe Polygon

commandThe Ellipse commandThe Studio Spline commandThe Rapid Dimension

commandThe Linear Dimension commandThe Angle Dimension commandOver-constrained

SketchContinuous Auto-DimensioningGeometric ConstraintsCoincidentPoint on

CurveTangentParallelConcentricHorizontalVerticalEqual LengthEqual

RadiusPerpendicularCollinearMidpointMake SymmetricCreate Inferred ConstraintsDisplay

Sketch ConstraintsAlternate SolutionConvert to ReferenceThe Fillet commandThe Chamfer

commandThe Quick Extend commandThe Quick Trim commandThe Make Corner

commandThe Offset Curve commandExamplesExample 1 (Millimeters)Example 2

(Inches)QuestionsExercisesExercise 1Exercise 2Exercise 3 (Inches)IntroductionWelcome to

the NX 9 for Beginners book. This book is written to assist students, designers, and

engineering professionals. It covers the important features and functionalities of NX using

relevant examples and exercises. This book is written for new users, who can use it as a self-

study resource to learn NX. In addition, it can also be used as a reference for experienced

users. The focus of this book is part modeling, assembly modeling, drawings, sheet metal, and

surface design.           
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Rectangle commandThe Circle commandThe Polygon commandThe Ellipse commandThe

Studio Spline commandThe Rapid Dimension commandThe Linear Dimension commandThe

Angle Dimension commandOver-constrained SketchContinuous Auto-DimensioningGeometric

ConstraintsCoincidentPoint on CurveTangentParallelConcentricHorizontalVerticalEqual

LengthEqual RadiusPerpendicularCollinearMidpointMake SymmetricCreate Inferred

ConstraintsDisplay Sketch ConstraintsAlternate SolutionConvert to ReferenceThe Fillet

commandThe Chamfer commandThe Quick Extend commandThe Quick Trim commandThe

Make Corner commandThe Offset Curve commandExamplesExample 1 (Millimeters)Example

2 (Inches)QuestionsExercisesExercise 1Exercise 2Exercise 3 (Inches)IntroductionWelcome to

the NX 9 for Beginners book. This book is written to assist students, designers, and

engineering professionals. It covers the important features and functionalities of NX using

relevant examples and exercises. This book is written for new users, who can use it as a self-

study resource to learn NX. In addition, it can also be used as a reference for experienced

users. The focus of this book is part modeling, assembly modeling, drawings, sheet metal, and

surface design. Getting Started with NX 9Introduction to NX 9NX 9 is a parametric and

feature-based system that allows you to create 3D parts, assemblies, and 2D drawings. The

design process in NX is shown below.In NX, parameters, dimensions, or relations control

everything. For example, if you want to change the position of the hole shown in figure, you

need to change the dimension or constraint that controls its position.The parameters and

constraints that you set up allow you to have control over the design intent. The design intent

describes the way your 3D model will behave when you apply dimensions and constraints to

it. For example, if you want to position the hole at the center of the block, one way is to add

dimensions between the hole and the adjacent edges. However, when you change the size of

the block, the hole will not be at the center.You can make the hole to be at the center, even if

the size of the block changes. To do this, you need to delete the dimensions and apply the

Midpoint constraint relationships between the hole point and the horizontal and vertical edges.

Now, even if you change the size of the block, the hole will always remain at the center. The

other big advantage of NX is the associativity between parts, assemblies and drawings. When

you make changes to the design of a part, the changes will take place in any assembly that it is

a part of. In addition, the 2D drawing will update automatically. Starting NX 9To start NX 9, click

the NX 9.0 icon on your computer screen (or) click Start > All Programs > Siemens NX 9.0 >

NX 9.0. On the Welcome screen, click Home > New to open the New dialog. On this dialog,

click the Model template, and then click OK. The files created in NX have an

extension .prt.User InterfaceThe following image shows the NX 9 application window. Various

components of the user interface are:Quick Access ToolbarThis is located on the top left

corner. It has some commonly used commands such as Save, Undo, Redo, Copy, and so on.

You can add more commands to the Quick Access Toolbar by clicking on the down-arrow next

to it, and then selecting commands from the pop-up menu. File MenuThe File Menu appears

when you click on the File icon located at the top left corner of the window. The File Menu has

a list of self-explanatory menus. You can see a list of recently opened documents under the

Recently Opened Parts section. You can also switch to different applications of NX.RibbonA

ribbon is a set of commands, which help you to perform various operations. It has tabs and

groups. Various tabs of the ribbon are: Home tabThis ribbon tab contains the commands such

as New, Open, Help, and so on.Home tab in the Model templateThis ribbon tab has the

commands to construct 3D features. View tabThis ribbon tab has the commands to modify the

display of the model and user interface.Analysis tabThis ribbon tab has the commands to

measure objects. It also has commands to analyze the draft, curvature, and surface of the



model geometry.Home tab in Sketch Task environmentThis ribbon tab has all the sketch

commands. It is available in a separate environment called Sketch Task environment.
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that allows you to create 3D parts, assemblies, and 2D drawings. The design process in NX is

shown below.In NX, parameters, dimensions, or relations control everything. For example, if

you want to change the position of the hole shown in figure, you need to change the dimension

or constraint that controls its position.The parameters and constraints that you set up allow you

to have control over the design intent. The design intent describes the way your 3D model will

behave when you apply dimensions and constraints to it. For example, if you want to position

the hole at the center of the block, one way is to add dimensions between the hole and the

adjacent edges. However, when you change the size of the block, the hole will not be at the
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tabThis ribbon tab contains the commands such as New, Open, Help, and so on.Home tab in

the Model templateThis ribbon tab has the commands to construct 3D features. View tabThis

ribbon tab has the commands to modify the display of the model and user interface.Analysis
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the draft, curvature, and surface of the model geometry.Home tab in Sketch Task
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